commercially successful. Given its production cost, estimated at US$45 million, The Ring earned more than $129 million in box office sales just in 2002, almost double the amount made by its sequel, The Ring 2, two years later. In 2005, the success of another Japanese remake, The Grudge (2004) , prompted the release of other films such as Dark Water (2005) , The Grudge 2 (2006), Pulse (2006), and One Missed Call (2008) .
ii Ringu is an essential work of the remake franchise, but the film did more than simply inspire the remake phenomenon-it also revived popular interest in ghost films among other East 
HOLLYWOOD AND THE REMAKE KING
Over the years, Hollywood has produced a number of remakes of Asian films, and behind their success have been people with vision who supported the movement. In many ways, Roy Lee, known as the "Remake King," is responsible for inaugurating the Japanese horror remake trend. He is the movie scout and producer largely credited with discovering Ringu, and frequently persuaded DreamWorks to greenlight remakes of films already successful in their respective countries. In the past, Hollywood looked primarily Tsai 4
to European horror and U.S. cult horror films, and Lee realized that Asian horror was an untapped resource. Although he doesn't speak Japanese, Chinese, or Korean, he is considered "the go-to guy for Asia" in the business. Lee's job is to watch videos of as many Asian movies as he can, pick those he thinks have potential, and sell the remake rights to Hollywood so they can be turned into "big-budget American spectacles" (Friend, 2003:1) . Like Hollywood itself, Lee's first success of this type was Ringu. After watching it, he immediately showed it to producers at DreamWorks, who opted in on the remake.
DreamWorks hired Gore Verbinski to direct their version of the film, The Ring.
Verbinski admitted his first viewing of the Japanese original was a poor VHS copy that seemed to have been handed down at least seven or eight times (Verbinski, 2002:1) . Even though his copy of Ringu was without subtitles, Verbinski recalled that it was one of the scariest horrors he had ever watched. The fact that the film revolved around a killer VHS tape was only a coincidence. Lee continued to negotiate remake rights for Hollywood, including those for Ju-On, which would become The Grudge . Between 2001 and 2003 alone, Lee helped American studios option the remake rights to eighteen Asian movies.
Roy Lee's connections with both American filmmakers and Asian film industries enabled Hollywood to acculturate foreign storylines and go forward with remakes that could appeal to American audiences directly. As a mediator, Lee alters the plots to make the story easier for American audiences to understand and relate to the story without prerequisite knowledge of Asian customs and culture. Lee trusts his own instincts in the production process: "I'm young, I like commercial fare, and I get bored easily. I am the target audience" (Friend, 2003:3) . By situating himself as the target audience, Lee expresses his belief that American audiences need connections, lack of ambiguity, and Tsai 5 visual excitement in film. In an interview with Kateigaho, a Japanese arts and culture magazine, Lee also comments on why he thinks remakes are important: "The film industry is now transcending national borders. The role of Japanese films and how they will be evaluated in Hollywood will depend on how much their original content can directly appeal to the American people," implying his preference for remakes over subtitled foreign films, and suggesting why such film adaptations need to be made (Heianna, 2005:1) . Thus, with the help of Roy Lee, more and more foreign-born films are being remade and introduced into American culture.
Remaking films is often viewed as an act of repackaging artistic ideas and images as commodities. The ideas and meaning of the original are often treated as a fixed entity, and the remake stands as a distorted mirror image of these concepts. However, such conversion is also necessary for a remake to have an impact on audiences unfamiliar with cultural assumptions implicit in the original films. A cinematic conversion (referring to a change to American actors speaking English, and replacement of images) is also very different from adding subtitles to a film. In the latter, the viewing experience changes from direct exposure to the visuals to reading the subtitles as a literary text. Audience preference for watching action over reading cinematic speech shows how arbitrarily the spoken word is tied to visible signs. For American audiences it is more straightforward to experience the story and the visuals firsthand, without translation and inscription of the verbal element, and often the conversion contains new ideas that help to explain the situation in a more familiar cultural context. In other words, American audiences need to experience horror in a way they are able to recognize. At the same time, when a director is presented the original film as a source for adaptation, he or she sees the opportunity for This is not to say that ghosts and haunting are nowhere to be found in American How then, does Japanese horror cinema differ from its Western counterpart?
Japanese horror films emerge from culturally specific traditions that feature tales of morality and vengeance rooted in Japanese mythology. In this cinematic tradition, the supernatural manifests primarily in cinematic technique. Japanese horror embodies unique aesthetics such as ambiguity and implication in narrative, empty space, and silence, rather than explicit violence and gore. Japanese horror conveys fear through supernatural absence (such the paranoia that a ghost is watching) rather than supernatural presence. Early Japanese horror can be described as supernatural drama. Quiet, haunting Tale of Genji, and Tales of Ise. The spirits in these stories are not always dreadful, nor are they necessarily vengeful. Some spirits are described as existing naturally, as much a part of the world as are people, rather than as supernatural. In Japanese culture, there is an unseen world existing all around, a world in which numerous gods inhabit all natural phenomena. Since ancient times, the Japanese have believed that ancestral spirits protect their descendants and reside among them. Daily life is carried out in awe of the spirits, and during the celebrations of o-Bon in mid-August, every family gathers to Tsai 10 commemorate its ancestral spirits and welcome them on their annual return to this world.
In contrast to the Christian belief that the manifestation of the supernatural is fundamentally evil and unnatural, the Japanese believe ghosts are not only earthly entities but also active participants in human affairs. According to Japan's two dominant religions, Buddhism and Shinto (which have coexisted since the 8 th While the term obake is used more generally to refer to anything that is strange, the word yurei, similar in meaning to the English word ghost, is a more specific term to describe spirits who were once ordinary people. Yurei are generally considered more frightening, because they are usually the result of sudden death, murder, death in battle, or suicide. In all cases, yurei are the spirits of those who have died of unnatural causes.
The trauma of sudden death is compounded by the lack of proper burial, and such a spirit may become an onryo, a tormented ghost who stays among the living in order to seek revenge or otherwise tie up the loose threads of its former life. Most onryo are female ghosts who once suffered in love, and powerful emotions of jealousy, sorrow, and regret fuel desperate malevolence. Onryo seek revenge against the causes of their suffering in life. The source of the horror here is not the spirit itself, but its emotional genesis. The possibility of someone, especially a woman, hating powerfully enough to disfigure herself into a malicious apparition is terrifying to the Japanese psyche. Such a spirit represents the ultimate situation spun out of control, or even the possibility of control. A century and share many common beliefs) everything is endowed with a spirit or a soul. Obake, a Japanese word for ghost, literately means "transforming thing." Ghosts are often thought the cause of extraordinary events, and any phenomena that transcend the mundane. Even a discarded umbrella may enter the world as an umbrella obake.
Tsai 11 typical example of the onryo story is a play (kabuki) entitled Tokaido Yotsuya Kaidan (Ghost Story of Yotsuya), or the story of Oiwa, a tale that has been performed in traditional Japanese theater since the Edo period (1603-1868). In the story, the beautiful Oiwa is poisoned by her husband. Because she dies with a grudge, she becomes an onryo, her face disfigured by the transformation, and reappears to haunt her husband.
Everywhere he goes, he sees her ruined face, even projected from an overhead lantern.
While in life the husband was able to command his wife, he is rendered helpless against her in part because of his inability to command her ghost. He is no longer able to act upon his circumstances. In film adaptations, the avenging ghost motif is best depicted as it is in "The Black Hair" chapter of Kwaidan, a 1964 film consisting of four stories based on Japanese ghost tales.
"The Black Hair" tells the story of a samurai who left his first wife and remarried into a wealthy family. When returns home to beg for his original wife's forgiveness, he finds himself haunted by his dead wife's spirit: the ghostly figure of a skeleton with long, black hair. This image can be traced to Oiwa's imagined portrait, including her white burial kimono, pale face, and long disheveled hair. This hair, an element common in Japanese ghost imagery, connotes that either the ghost's corpse was not properly buried, or the ghost was uncivilized and behaved inappropriately in life. Oiwa's manifestation in a lantern is also carried into modern Japanese cinema. Ghosts frequently materialize through media such as televisions, cell phones, and photographs, objects that serve as contemporary "lanterns" for the ghosts of Japanese cinema.
The Japanese ghost story has a distinguished lineage-plays and film adaptations featuring ghosts form some of the foundational traditions of each medium. Filmmakers Tsai 12
like Kenji Mizoguchi, Masaki Kobayashi, and Nakata Hideo honor their obligation to and acknowledge their awe for the spirits they feature in their works. But the way in which ghosts are featured in these films diverges from the way they are employed in Western
Gothic. According to Andrew Hock Soon Ng, ghost stories are a vehicle which writers and readers confront the pride, corruption and jealousy, and suggests that ghost is a metaphor for the rupture of family life and transform such disturbance into tales of unrest (2008:6). In Japanese literature and cinema, ghosts or spirits demonstrates not as punishment after death but continue in different dynamics into the afterlife. Also, Japanese ghosts often are employed to encourage amends between friendship and family affairs and reminiscences, as Ng argues "Ghosts often return not to take revenge, but to seek remembrance and reparation in order to free those who have forgotten from their ancestral and historical debts" (2008:7). Based on Ng's argument, supernatural occurrences are often the result of the failure to perform one's obligation to the family, and the ghosts return to encourage the living his or her duty and to remind them not to forget the existence of the dearly departed.
American horror lacks this complex relationship with the ghost. American ghost films, because of the cultural influence of Christianity, often deal with conflicts between the sacred and the profane, or a more direct confrontation between the Devil and God.
This particular motif seems to derive from fear of hell and uncertainties toward afterlife.
One notion of afterlife (or life after death), common to Judaism and Christianity, is that a resurrection is seen as a reward and death (non-existence) is a punishment. With such a view, the Western treatment of death involves a level of forgetting the past after a period of grief and sorrow as a healthy process of experiencing loss. Ng notes that "In Compared to the Western culture where an extended grief phase is not acceptable or encouraged, the process of mourning in Japan implied a lifelong worship of the ancestors, which entails frequent performed rituals to honor and remember the dead. For example, a family shrine with incense is offered at home and a bowl with a small portion of rice is left on the table for the dead, or in the case of the yearly celebration of o-Bon festival in
August. As such, Japanese did not view death and ghosts as threats but welcome them as many rituals assure that the ghosts return back to their own realm of existence after the visit with the living.
Indeed, the gap between American and Japanese culture is immense in this regard.
It is through the remake that disparate ideas of ghosts and haunting can be negotiated in a multicultural discourse. The remake operates simultaneously as an interpreter of and a response to an opposing idea of ghosts and hauntings. Although Brashinsky suggests, "The remake has become the most explicit gesture of a culture that finds its psyche in the Other and cannot express itself through anything but a quote" (1998:163), I argue in variation of the cinematic properties the remake interprets is where originality begins. with Aidan. Instead of only a mother desperate to protect her child, Rachel is both mother and friend to Aidan, and relies on his prophecies. Not only is he reliant on her for protection as in Ringu, but she is reliant on him for information.
These shifts in filial, functional, and emotional relationships are not the only significant difference between Ringu and The Ring. Also worthy of consideration are matters purely visual: the content of the cursed video and Samara's altered appearance.
Director Gore Verbinski's decision to change the images featured on the cursed video is clear evidence of an attempt to "translate" the situation of the video in a Japanese cultural context into a context familiar to American audiences. This effort includes, for example, the substitution of culturally specific signs of Western superstition and folklore (a ladder, horses) for Japanese signifiers with similar meaning (a kanji, a volcano). Of particular note in Ringu's cursed video is a montage alluding to kaidan, Japanese folktales particular to Edo era Japan, which are often horror stories. The montage features a bright moon filling the ocean-blue sky; a woman brushing her long black hair in front of a mirror; the reflection in the same mirror of a girl dressed in a white katabira (a plain, unlined kimono); a floating kanji (ideogram) describing a volcanic eruption; men crawling away in fear; a man whose head is covered with a white square cloth; a close-up shot of the word sada (貞; chaste) in the pupil of a human eye; and finally, a well. In The Ring, the visual signs of the curse of Samara overlap several almost identical images, with subtle but significant variation. For example, the same mirror from Ringu reemerges at the opposite side of the wall, but the woman and the child in front of it are not Japanese.
The human eye from Ringu is replaced with a horse's eye in The Ring, yet both what at first appears to be moonlight takes the form of a ring/circle, but is later discovered to be the view from the bottom of a well, corresponding to the ring motif present throughout the film; disjointed images of an external view of a house, a cliff, a needle penetrating an index finger, phallic object emerging from a person's mouth, maggots, a pig tail, a burning tree, a chair swirling upside down in the air, a ladder falling down, and ocean waves breaking on stones. Taking aside the way each videotape transmits its respective film's motifs, they drive the narratives in two different directions.
Elements that are associated with Japanese culture, such as kanji, volcanoes, and kimonos, are taken out and are replaced by maggots, blood, and a ladder suggesting misfortune.
Unlike Sadako's manifestation of the montage, most of the images in The Ring's video are not explicated in subsequent narrative.
The Ring writer Ehren Kruger explains Verbinksi's decision to photograph a new set of images for the cursed video as a result of the desire to leave the video open for interpretation (Kruger, 2002: 53-55) .
iii Unlike in Ringu, in which the video carries its own meaning, the video featured in The Ring is less explicable, but at the same time related more strongly to the film's narrative. Examples of images from the video manifesting in revise the logic of the narrative because "the Western desire for linearity and resolution are so destructive to a film like [Ringu] " (Meikle, 2005:169) . The director can express a different type of horror imagery with a videotape that owes much to his own imagination, or his own dream logic. The compelling aspect of this visual representation is that it ultimately leaves footprints to the door of human psychological fear.
Another attribute worth noting is the rendition of Sadako in The Ring. In addition to the previously mentioned change of her name, Sadako/Samara's Asian features have been minimized to only long black or brownish hair, and she wears a frock (Fig. 1) . Her long hair no longer obscures her face, and she wears socks and shoes (differing from Sadako's bare feet) (Fig. 2) . Meikle describes Samara as a "Gothic monster, whose corporeal form lies not dead but sleeping in a dank, underground cavern near a mysterious volcanic isle," "Death Incarnate," and "not an image…a virus; she is real" (2005:169-193 ). Meikle's choice of words, such as "Gothic monster," "Death Incarnate,"
and "virus" present the Western idea of a ghost as essentially the return (rebirth) of the dead, more acceptable to American audiences than Japan's transforming Sadako.
The reconstruction of Sadako/Samara's appearance is even more drastic in the cabin sequence and in the climactic scene of her emergence from the video/TV. The cabin sequence in particular is very different in The Ring from the original film (Fig. 3) .
Unlike in Ringu where Reiko and Ryuji plan the rescue of Sadako's corpse with a bucket and ropes, Rachel and Noah are forced into discovering the reason behind the death of Samara and the connection between her hatred and the cursed video. When Rachel and Noah return to the cabin and discover the well underneath the room, they also encounter supernatural forces. First, a swarm of flies bursts in and knocks Noah down. The Tsai 19 television flickers to life and lurches into Rachel, pushing her into the well. In the swamp of murky water and floating black hair, a dead hand clutches Rachel by the arm. The corpse appears, which itself turns into a young girl as Rachel holds it. Samara's face is revealed. Her white Sunday dress, standing in for Sadako's white kimono, strips away the dead body/immortal factor, investing her as a tragic figure (Fig. 4) . This harmless look creates a major contrast with the final scene. When Samara emerges from the television to attack Noah, her attack does not remain a slow crawl, but instead picks up speed as she draws closer. Samara's face is dominated by putrescent green skin, reminiscent of a Gothic zombie (Fig. 5 ). Samara's victims all have similarly decayed skin, very different from Sadako's victims in Ringu, whose faces are simply frozen in fear ( Fig. 6 & 7) .
These changes, in essence, bring depression and mental disorder, malignancy, and a sense of danger to the more cathartic fear of the Japanese version (Fig. 8) . 1: Samara in The Ring.
